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It’s about time we brought down the barriers around yoga, and Jessamyn Stanley 
is here to lead the way. A yoga teacher and body positivity advocate based in 
North Carolina, Jessamyn is passionate about shattering the illusion that yoga 
is for one type of person. Here, she reveals how she discovered yoga during a 
difficult time, and the lessons she takes off the mat and into the rest of her life

Hi Jessamyn! When did you first 
find yoga? I fell in love with yoga 
in my early 20s, while managing 
a wave of depression and looking 
for balance in my life. 

Even though the physical 
practice was extremely 
challenging, none of the postures 
felt accessible, and I was often 
the only fat and black person in 
my classes – I still found a part 
of myself in yoga that had been 
dormant until then.  

You tell your students to ask, ‘How 
do I feel?’ rather than, ‘How do I 
look?’ when practising yoga. How 
do you feel when you’re doing 
yoga? During a postural yoga 
practice, I tend to feel like it’s a 
rare opportunity to come into 
full connection with my physical 
body. My tendency towards body 
dysmorphia and depression 
means that I can get out of touch 
with my body rather quickly, 
and yoga helps pull me back to 

the moment so that I can take 
ownership of this incredibly 
powerful machine that I’ve been 
granted during this lifetime.

What does ‘body positivity’ mean 
to you? Body positivity means: 
“You are OK, today.” It means 
that everything about you is, in 
this moment, exactly as it needs 
to be. You don’t need to change 
anything, you don’t need to 
worry about tomorrow. You are 
OK, today. 

Do you have any tips for 
someone looking to break 
away from an idea of a ‘right’ 
way to practise yoga? There 
is no ‘right’ way to practise 
yoga because every practise 
of yoga is perfect, whether it’s 
on or off the mat. My advice 
is to stop paying attention to 
yoga media, companies, and 
individuals who promote yogic 
exceptionalism. 

In an Insta post, you describe 
your yoga as: ‘Messy and 
complicated and NSFW and 
vulgar as f*ck.’ What do you 
mean by that? Yoga is not 
actually about the pretty, 
traditionally Instagrammable 
moments. The practice occurs 
both on and off the yoga mat 
– legit, practising the postures 
and breathwork in a class is 
just preparation for applying 
the same themes to every other 
moment of life. And in the 
same way that I stumble and 
fall on the yoga mat, I stumble 
and fall off the mat as well. 
Often, I do more than stumble, 
and things can get very messy 
and complicated and NSFW 
and vulgar, very quickly. 

You’ve spoken about ‘stepping 
into your sexuality’ at the age 
of 32. Why is now the time? I 
think I’ve probably become 
more comfortable in my 
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https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/how-do-i-start-yoga-if-im-not-comfortable-in-my-own/id1374942074?i=1000449000456
https://soundcloud.com/rantsandrandomness/push-past-your-walls-with-jessamyn-stanley-episode-35/s-eNB0PCo
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https://www.yogagirl.com/podcast/conversations-from-the-heart/radical-honesty-with-jessamyn-stanley
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https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/jessamyn-stanley-body-positivity-advocate-yoga-is-for/id1453355822?i=1000465162512
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/crying-in-yoga-jessamyn-stanley/id1460152081?i=1000450994456
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